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"Be Our Guest..."

If you own residential real estate, then renting it out is a great way to earn a
secondary income.
Perhaps the most attractive thing about rental income is that it’s essentially passive,
you don’t need to physically do anything for that revenue to keep depositing into
your bank account each month.
You will probably need someone to manage the property, ensuring vacancy rates are
low and to organise any required upkeep and maintenance. In comparison to many
other investment alternatives, it can be very hands off in nature.
The most common way in renting your property is by doing so on what is considered
a “long-term” basis. You list the property, then sort through applicants to find
suitable renters who meet your criteria. You will then try to lock them into a 6 or 12month lease.
In more recent years, thanks due largely to Airbnb, the short-term rental market has
seen a surge in popularity. However, for many old school investors who are familiar
with the “set and forget” approach to rental properties, this new method may
provide some unknowns, namely uncertainty
and perceived risk.
In reality, short-term rentals are not as
risky as most people think. In fact they
pose a significant opportunity for
those willing to take some time to
understand how this evolving
market works.
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Why would you consider short-term
rentals?
The primary reason short-term rentals are an attractive choice for investors is that
they have the potential to earn you a greater return on your investment. You can
charge more for your property when it is rented out on a nightly, or even weekly
basis, compared to a typical long-term leasing agreement.
Let’s say you have a property with a rental of $500.00 per week. With short-term
rentals you could easily rent that same property out for at least $120.00 per night. As
weekends are busier and have more people looking for rentals, you can easily
increase the rate to $180 per night over the weekend. This scenario provides you
with a weekly rental potentially skyrocketting to $960.00.
This is a simplistic way to look at it. Short-term rentals also come with unique
challenges. High vacancy rates and inconsistent bookings, especially when you first
start out. Once some renters leave positive reviews on the bigger listing sites,
vacancy rates become less of a worry. It is beneficial to enlist the help of a short-term
property management service (such as MaisonNets), who are experts at managing
this process and maximising your booking rates.
In time, results can start to snowball. You have guests who enjoy their stay so much
that they re-book. Positive reviews make your place more attractive to new renters
and you will become more popular. Before long vacancies are a thing of the past.
Having the right approach you can have your short-term rental property booked out
months in advance. This guide has been written to help you achieve that . Everything
from attracting guests, to getting positive reviews, and then ensuring your guests
come back again and again, all making you more rental income in the process.

Preparing the Property
IIf you have followed best practices above, and subsequently locked in a string of
guests to rent your property, the next step is to prepare the property for when those
guests arrive.
No one wants to stay in a dirty rental. So vacuum, mop the floors, and dust the bench
tops. If you’re not very good at cleaning, hire a cleaning company to handle it for you.
It is better to spend a little extra money now to have professionals handle it than to
waste your own valuable time on something that isn’t your specialty.
You also need to look around the property for any potential hazards. This could
include loose wires, broken railings on stairs, or anything else that could result in an
injury. If a guest gets injured while staying at your rental, it won’t just mean a bad
review – you could also end up in court.
Figure out what you’re going to do with any valuables you currently have at the
property. It’s best to take them elsewhere. If that is not an option, at least make sure
they are locked up securely. The vast majority of renters are great people who just
want to have a fun time on vacation. However, there is always the chance of
someone taking advantage if you are too trusting. It is best to avoid giving anyone
that chance.
Finish your preparation by writing a guidebook for your guests. You can email them a
copy after their booking is confirmed and it is recommended leaving a copy on the
coffee table for their arrival. The guidebook should include any important
information they should know about the rental to make their experience better. You
will want to include Wi-Fi information, instructions on using any appliances and
electronics, and phone numbers for yourself and anyone else who they may need to
reach, such as an emergency contact or an on-site manager. You can also add a
section with fun things to do in the area.
You do not need to provide any snacks or drinks, but guests do appreciate it when
you do. Even stocking the cabinet with some coffee can result in a better experience
for your guests, more positive reviews, and a lower vacancy rate.
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Attracting Guests
The first step to owning a profitable short-term rental property is to make sure your
listing is featured on the best rental sites available. This will ensure you attract as
many potential guests as possible.
Most property owners list their rental property on Airbnb, and leave it there. In fact
there are currently over 50 leading global and niche booking platforms to get your
listing in front of more people. Some of these include: Airbnb, Stayz, Booking.com,
HomeAway, Expedia, TripAdvisor, Agoda, Hotels.com, FlipKey, MrBnB, HotelBeds,
VRBO, Trivago, Hotels Combined to name just a few.
As well as listing your property on as many sites as possible, you can attract more
guests and reduce vacancy rates by ensuring your listing is optimised to impress
your potential guests.
For example, your photos are the first thing that people look at when they click on
your listing. With the high-quality cameras available today, even on smartphones,
there is no excuse for anything but crystal-clear, professional-looking photos. Spend
an afternoon taking snapshots of the rental. You will want at least two photos at
different angles of every room, as well as a few photos of the exterior.
People want to get an idea of what it would be like to stay at your property. Do not
throw together a mish mash of photos randomly.Take potential renters through the
whole place as if they were walking through the property. Highlight any special
features or amenities that are available at your rental, such as a spa, a balcony, or
your kitchen appliances. You never know what could be the selling point that
convinces someone to choose your property.
Your headline and description are also crucial to your rental’s success on tlisting
sites. Highlight your rental’s biggest selling points in its headline. For example, if you
have a 3-bedroom house right next to the beach, that should be the headline.
For the description, write it however you feel comfortable. If you want to describe the
place as if you’re telling people a story, go for it. If you find it easier to list features,
write a list. The most important thing here is that you don’t deceive anyone with
glorified facts about the property. You do not want to overpromise and end up with
guests who aren’t satisfied. Include any potential issues, such as a noisy
neighbourhood, so people can decide ahead of time if they’re okay with that.
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Nurturing Guests
Finding renters is a good start, but you need to make them happy and willing to
spread the word if you want to have a successful rental in the long-term. You also
want to keep them by ensuring they will become returning guests.
Providing a first-class experience from the moment a guest first contacts you, makes
it more likely that they will leave you a positive review and tell other people about
your property. Don’t underestimate the power of word-of-mouth marketing when it
comes to the short-term rental market.
Co-ordinate with your guests to make sure that you are there when they arrive. Be
friendly, introduce yourself, and offer to take their bags. Take them through the
home on a short tour so they know where everything is and feel comfortable. The
way you treat your guests plays a large role in how comfortable they feel, so be polite
and open with them. You want them to have a positive experience from start to
finish.
Ask your guests if they would like any recommendations on things to do while they’re
in town. If they already have their entire trip planned, you don’t want to start
throwing out recommendations that they don’t need. But if they could use some
advice, your assistance will be appreciated. You could even offer to book tours for
them.
After you’ve given your tour and answered any questions your guests may have, it’s
time to let them be on their own so they can start enjoying their vacation.
A small gift in the guest room is a nice touch on top of your personal connection.
Chocolates or a bottle of wine work well for this.
How you communicate with your guests before, during and after the rental period
greatly contributes to their overall perception of the rental experience. This means
promptly replying to any queries, offering help at every opportunity, and generally
making the renters life easier during their stay.

Re-booking
When it comes to re-booking your property, you want to make sure you give yourself
enough time between checking out your guest, and then checking in the next renter.
This way you won’t be too rushed in preparing the property.
The two main factors in preparation for a re-booking are to have a checklist of all the
things you need to do, and also stocking up on the important supplies you will need
to replenish, such as amenities.
Your checklist is like a simplified version of the preparation that you did before
renting your place out to anyone. The most important thing is cleaning up, which
means taking out the trash, cleaning up any mess that guests have made, and
washing the sheets. Again, if this isn’t your forte, you may want to hire a cleaning
company to show up after each of your bookings.
Refill any amenities that your new guests will need to use. If the guest room has a
mini-fridge, make sure it’s stocked with drinks and snacks. Refill soap dispensers,
check that the shower still has shampoo, and if you decided to include gifts for every
guest, add a new gift to the room. Include a list of amenities on your checklist to
ensure nothing is forgotten.
The first few times in doing this may seem like a mad dash getting your place ready
again. Thereafer you will get into more of a routine so you know exactly what to do
before new guests arrive.
One sure sign that you’re doing your job well as a host , is when renters return
multiple times. Not only is this good for your income, but it also shows you are
keeping your guests happy.
The other side of re-booking is to make sure that you are feeding positive
experiences with guests back into that optimised property listing online. Follow up
with guests and encourage them to leave a review on the booking site where they
found your property. Every little bit of credibility counts when it comes to
maintaining a low vacancy rate with your property.
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Outsourcing Management
More and more short-term rental hosts are choosing to set up rentals that they hire
someone to manage offline. This works in a similar way to the traditional approach
to property management.
Outsourcing your short-term rental management is an excellent way to take some of
the work out of being a host. It helps you create a personal experience for guests
without physically being there the whole time. When there is no one on site or
available for prompt replies online, it is an impersonal experience for guests, and
there’s an increased possibility of problems or a bad experience.
You could ask a friend or family member who lives in the area to help out with the
management of your property. However if you want a true professional experience
from listing your property all the way through to preparing it for the next guest, it
may be worthwhile hiring a management service like MaisonNets.
The added value of using a professional service for your short-term property
management, like MaisonNets, is that they are actively listing properties just like
yours every day on over 50 booking platforms at once, increasing the likelihood of
your property being rented on multiple sites. This will mean lower vacancy rates and
a significantly higher yield in the long-term.
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Contact Us
Phone

1300 MY MAISON (1300 6962 4766)

Website

www.maisonnets.com

